DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

Report on
NATIONAL LEVEL TECHNICAL SYMPOSIUM

RENOVERZ’2K18
The Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Adhi College of Engineering
Technology as conducted a 5th National level Technical Symposium on 26th March 2018, titled
RENOVERZ’2K18. The agenda was to make students understand the nuances of planning and
organizing events and give them practical exposure to complement their academics. It was aimed
for the budding engineers to show case their talent and skills under a single roof and also to have
an opportunity to realize the hidden potential and competition among all the engineering students
across the country.

Inaugural Report:
The 5th National Level Technical Symposium was inaugurated by the Chief Guest of the day
Mr.Yuvaraj Moorthy, Senior manager-Central Technical marketing Southern Region Strategy and
Technology , Global Operations, Schneider Electric, Honorable CEO “Mrs. Sujatha Maran”,
Respectable Principal “Dr. A Devaraju”, Mr.V.Paranthaman, Vice Principal , Mr. K.B.Bhasker,
Head of the Department of EEE, Adhi college of engineering and Technology. The auspicious start
of the day was marked by the traditional lighting of the lamp followed by the inaugural address.

In the Inaugural Speech, Our chief guest shared his views on the role of the educational institutes
for the overall development of the engineering students so as to support the Industry and Corporate.
With education increasingly becoming the primary determinant of overall development in the
emerging knowledge economy,

Indian education seeks to become a meeting point for students, teachers, and all those who are
concerned. Educational Institutes are the cornerstone of the basic structure of the society through
which we can build generations of intellectually and culturally sound individuals and get rid of all
nodes eternal. He also shared the intellect he gained from his years of experience abroad. He
extended his best wishes to student participants and the host institute for present and future
endeavors.

Hournable CEO “Mrs. Sujatha Maran” stressed upon the importance of attending and participating in

such programs, students would be able to get a perception of real world technology and get an
opportunity to show their talents and skills.

Our Principal, Dr. A Devaraju in his welcome speech highlighted the importance and objectives
of any technical symposium. He talked about the projections and organizing such symposium to
develop the skill set of the promising engineering students.

The faculty members, students from various colleges and all the dignitaries present gave a warm
welcome to the chief guest and headed for a robust start.
In seeking out with curious eye, the meat and bone of technology and innovation, the participants
and the organizers learned the love underlying the challenge of engineering. The following were
the events which provoked the interest of every individual present:

1. Paper Presentation: The event showcased the bright new ideas of budding engineers and their
future contributions to the world of technology.

2. Circuit Debugging: The event judged the students on their capability to understand the functions
of components in equipment’s and recreate it using their memory.

3. Technical Quiz: Riveting technical rounds, jumbles, rollover rounds and cryptic questions that
left the participants tizzy.
Valedictory Report:
EVERY GOOD THING HAS TO COME TO AN END, SO DID RENOVERZ’2K18.
The 3rd National Level Technical Symposium ended with the winners of all the competitions being
felicitated with awards and certificates followed by the vote of thanks speech Student Chairman
of RENOVERZ’2K18 Mr. Silambarasan, Adhi college of engineering and Technology has set the
bar for all National Symposia through RENOVERZ’2K18vbby organizing it with utmost diligence
and executing it with panache. The events not only piqued the interest of every individual present,
but also left them riveted. The symposium provided the students a rostrum for innovation and the
fortitude to think critically, plan, and execute and achieve.
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